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 com Privacy Policy. You have successfully subscribed! What do you do for a living? Audio, Video or Web-Based - you're
covered! Our Pay-per-Use Broadcasting Plan lets you reach the entire audience with a great-looking audio or video program.
You get total control, but there's a risk that the data plan you chose doesn't have enough bandwidth to handle peak viewing

times. A Web-Based offer lets you put your content out there in various places and grab potential audience with a convenient
web link. We have a variety of professional program sizes to choose from so you don't need to worry about fitting your show
into a specific slot. You are free to mix and match our offerings, choosing different program sizes for any given event. You

can't beat our service at these prices. We've set it up so you only pay for what you use, and our team of engineers is always on
call to make sure your show is top quality. To celebrate our 20th anniversary, we're offering our Broadcast-as-a-Service at $99
for a whole year. That's enough time to really get the word out about your event, or about what you're doing in your business or
career, whatever it is. The choice is yours, and the deal is perfect for anyone who needs to reach their audience in the next 12

months. For more information, visit our Broadcast-as-a-Service page. Purchase a recurring subscription to Audio, Video or Web-
Based and get a special gift! Select a subscription I'm ready to pay Want more information? Audio, Video or Web-Based Starts
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at $99 for 12 months, billed annually. Valid for new broadcast-as-a-service customers only. Not valid for customers who already
receive our $99/year subscription. Web-Based Audio or Video Starts at $199 for 12 months, billed annually. Valid for new

broadcast-as-a-service customers only. Not valid for customers who already receive our $199/year subscription. 82157476af
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